siblings in song

vox virorum and women's voices chorus in joint concert

by harrison russin

march 23, 2014 - durham, nc:

if a region's artistic potential and commitment were to be measured by the strength of its community music organizations, the joint concert presented by vox virorum and women’s voices chorus on sunday, would make a case for the triangle’s artistic leadership. the two single-gender choruses, of which the directors spoke as brother and sister choruses, offered a program of mostly american music in downtown durham’s first presbyterian church, a venue well-suited to the sound of each ensemble.

**vox virorum**, directed by jeremy nabors, offered a slew of classic american men’s chorus songs. under nabors’s direction, the chorus successfully navigated some textual tongue twisters, such as the alice parker/robert shaw arrangement of “vive l’amour”, and showcased their dynamic control and ability. some excellent soloists, especially the uncredited tenor in william henry smith’s arrangement of “ride the chariot,” highlighted their more virtuosic talents, while the chorus at several points savored the rich, barbershop-like harmonies so often heard in american men’s chorus music. the slower “blow ye the trumpet,” from kirke mechem’s 2008 opera john brown, was beautifully sung, and the chorus’ mastery of breath and dynamics was evident. despite occasional imbalances – the tenors were sometimes dominated by the more numerous bass and baritone sections – the chorus offered wonderful, enjoyable music.

the **women’s voices chorus**, with nearly twice the number of singers of vox virorum, presented a program filled with terrific energy and excellent musical composure. allan friedman led the chorus through a series of works premiered or commissioned by the women’s voices chorus, again drawing on the theme of american choral repertoire. “shenandoah,” directed with care and deliberateness by assistant director laura delauney, was particularly beautiful in an arrangement by william g. lycan; the breadth of the chorus’s entire sound was heard, as the individual choral parts joined in each successive verse. a setting of carl sandburg’s “shine on, o moon of summer” by caroline mallonée created a musical accompaniment bringing the listener to sandburg’s chicago, filled with descending scales and upward arpeggios. the centerpiece of the women’s voices chorus set was a song cycle composed by friedman, his **songs of radiance**. friedman’s cycle follows the course of a day, from midnight to dusk, through a diversity of poems: elizabethan poets, biblical texts, persian muslim prayers, and the text of the yoga sun salutation. the music settings were also varied, featuring different arrangements of the chorus (soloist and flute, chamber choir, full chorus). some of the music was simply metric, like the setting of a ben jonson poem in 3/4, while some was more complex, like the “hymn to surya” in 5/8 + 3/8, featuring asynchronous entries. the music felt cohesive and the chorus, in its sundry configurations, sang it beautifully.

the final movement of friedman’s cycle, based on an old russian chant, led well into the first piece of the combined choruses: the popular “bogoroditse devo” from rachmaninoff’s op. 37 **all-night vigil**, a series of hymns from the russian orthodox vigil service also based on old russian chants. along with the other combined number, moses hogan’s arrangement of “elijah rock,” the married choruses proved their power and subtleness. “bogoroditse devo” is fairly restrained music, although the choir showed their potential volume at certain moments. the ending was gorgeous; if you have the basses to sing rachmaninoff, why not? “elijah rock,” a fun pass through an old spiritual, nearly lifted the roof off of first presbyterian. if these two choruses decide to do a combined concert, they will need to find a bigger hall, or distribute earplugs! the sound, though enormous, was not harsh or violent. both of these choirs bring energy to their music which stresses the value of community-based music making, truly “amateur” music making in the sense that these musicians are engaged because they love the music. that love came through in every piece, in every smile, and in every breath of this concert.